to the commencement of twenty bridges without being removed
side and the clamps from the iron bars that were
had one hundred years 1796. After they will not last
for more than 10 to 12 years, to be done for having
sufficient to last much. The first time locking the iron
which was built in 1802, 1822 the bridge was rebuilt
the same river was built in 1793. It was rebuilt
in 1813. The Esopus bridge (two) first
was built in 1794. I believe this has
been two repairs made except the Storm
Both cliffs have been lately improved. They have
changed and is to be repaired next season
The bridge I built over the Otter Creek four
years in 1796 is not safe to pass to pass
over. Some have tried to pass in the past other
Temporarily and I had to go off
then was an advocate for the other family to
ourselves, although there are four who say cl
same time against my own interest. They
withstanding I am determined to have every opin
im as I have tried to be right. And it is
sincerely my opinion that the Schuykill bridge
will last 20 & perhaps 40 years of well carried
The bridge will remain in service for that it will
bear down with property to suffer the beautiful
piece of architecture (as you and some time learned
to call it) which has been killed. It is great of a
plank can never to fall into ruin in 10 or 12 y